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Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to the advancement of aeronautics and space science. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program Office plays a key part in helping NASA maintain this important role.

The NASA STI Program Office is operated by Langley Research Center, the Lead Center for NASA's scientific and technical information. The NASA STI Program Office provides access to the NASA STI Database, the largest collection of aeronautical and space science STI in the world. The Program Office is also NASA's institutional mechanism for disseminating the results of its research and development activities. These results are published by NASA in the NASA STI Report Series, which includes the following report types:

- TECHNICAL PUBLICATION. Reports of completed research or a major significant phase of research that present the results of NASA programs and include extensive data or theoretical analysis. Includes compilations of significant scientific and technical data and information deemed to be of continuing reference value. NASA's counterpart of peer-reviewed formal professional papers but has less stringent limitations on manuscript length and extent of graphic presentations.

- TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. Scientific and technical findings that are preliminary or of specialized interest, e.g., quick release reports, working papers, and bibliographies that contain minimal annotation. Does not contain extensive analysis.

- CONTRACTOR REPORT. Scientific and technical findings by NASA-sponsored contractors and grantees.

- CONFERENCE PUBLICATION. Collected papers from scientific and technical conferences, symposia, seminars, or other meetings sponsored or cosponsored by NASA.

- SPECIAL PUBLICATION. Scientific, technical, or historical information from NASA programs, projects, and missions, often concerned with subjects having substantial public interest.

- TECHNICAL TRANSLATION. English-language translations of foreign scientific and technical material pertinent to NASA's mission.

Specialized services that complement the STI Program Office’s diverse offerings include creating custom thesauri, building customized databases, organizing and publishing research results . . . even providing videos.

For more information about the NASA STI Program Office, see the following:


- E-mail your question via the Internet to help@sti.nasa.gov

- Fax your question to the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134

- Telephone the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390

- Write to:
  NASA Access Help Desk
  NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
  7121 Standard Drive
  Hanover, MD 21076-1320
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Summary
The deployment of information-sharing systems in large organizations can significantly impact existing policies and procedures with regard to authority and control over information. Unless information-sharing systems explicitly support organizational structures and needs, these systems will be rejected summarily. The Postdoc system is a deployed Web-based information-sharing system created specifically to address organizational needs. Postdoc contains various organizational support features including a shared, globally navigable document space, as well as specialized access control, distributed administration, and mailing list features built around the key notion of hierarchical group structures. We review successes and difficulties in supporting organizational needs with Postdoc.
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Introduction
With the advent of the World Wide Web, the use of document-sharing and information exchange systems to facilitate communication and collaboration is burgeoning within large organizations. Pioneered by Lotus Notes [ref. 1] and BSCW [refs. 2-5], many new systems have been developed in the commercial sector and are quickly infiltrating the marketplace. Some of these new systems include DocuShare [ref. 6], Livelink Internet [ref. 7], Virtual File Cabinet [ref. 8], and RightSite [ref. 9]. Web-based delivery makes these systems more viable and more affordable for large organizations, given the ubiquitous presence of Web clients.

For the most part, the technical challenges of providing cross-platform, asynchronous document-sharing and information exchange via the Web are well understood. Less certain is how to design and engineer these systems appropriately for widespread and effective organizational use. For information-sharing systems to gain acceptance, they must support organizational needs and structures, and must respect existing organizational patterns of communication. Without careful design, information-sharing systems have the potential to disturb the organizational balance along two central axes: information control (i.e., what information is available, and to whom) and organizational authority (i.e., how is information control managed).

Information is a valuable organizational resource, and the responsibility either to disseminate or withhold information is delegated to individuals with appropriate oversight and authority within the organization. Traditionally, organizational authority is delegated in accordance with the prevailing management structure as set forth in an organization chart, and information control is guided by a set of policies and procedures. Different organizations can be characterized as being at different places in the space of information control and organizational authority. At one extreme, an organization may exert tight control over information access and grant
exclusive authority for information control to a small set of individuals in line management. By contrast, another organization may support widely open information access and grant everyone equal authority to control access. Most organizations lie between these extremes.

While there is a certain need to exert information control and organizational authority, a successful organization balances these needs against the benefits of supporting open access to information and looser lines of authority. For example, many large corporations have acknowledged the value of sharing information resources, and have invested heavily in the development of knowledge management infrastructure [refs. 10, 11]. The benefits of information-sharing include reduced duplication of effort, increased productivity, and enhanced organizational awareness. Many organizations have also recognized the need to support the formation of ad hoc work groups lying outside the normal organizational structure. These groups are established dynamically in response to temporary organizational needs or non-organizational (e.g., social) needs. Some examples include crisis management teams, review panels, hiring committees, coffee clubs, etc. The ability to establish extra-organizational workgroups and non-conventional lines of authority rapidly as needed enhances the organization's responsiveness to unforeseen circumstances.

Computer-based systems can help organizations reap the benefits associated with information sharing. However, there is a significant potential downside to a technological solution from the organizational perspective. In particular, information-sharing systems have the potential to bypass established organizational mechanisms for controlling and authorizing information access. If properly designed, however, information-sharing systems can support rather than subvert organizational goals. By building systems with sufficiently flexible organizational support mechanisms, it is possible to configure a system to meet the specific information access and organizational authority balance appropriate to the organization. An organization's legitimate need to adjust that balance must be acknowledged and supported by the software.

Some organizational requirements for information-sharing include:

- **Universal access**: Members of the organization must be able to access information from multiple computing platforms, whenever and wherever necessary to support their work, whether in the office, at home, or on travel.

- **Flexible security and access control mechanisms**: In many organizations, security and control of sensitive information is the primary concern when adopting an information-sharing system.

- **Support for organizational structures**: Typically, information-sharing policies within organizations are based on the management structure. Information-sharing systems must function in the context of various types of management structures, including hierarchical and matrixed structures.

- **Support for organizational change**: Change is an ongoing process within most large organizations, and information-sharing systems must support various types of changes, including organizational restructuring, personnel changes, modifications in authorization policies, etc.

- **Distribution of authority**: Authority over information-sharing decisions should be flexibly distributed over responsible individuals in the organization, as necessary.

- **Delegation of authority**: Individuals with authority should be able to delegate that authority temporarily to others [refs. 12, 13].

- **Support for multiple roles**: Individuals within an organization play multiple roles and have different information needs when assuming different roles.

Without sufficient support for these types of requirements, information-sharing systems will be rejected by organizations as disruptive and counter-productive to organizational goals.

This paper describes the Postdoc system [ref. 14], a flexible Web-based document-sharing and information exchange system designed to support many of the organizational information-sharing needs described above. (Note: This paper is based on the version of Postdoc released as of March 1998. Significant enhancements have been introduced since then, and these remain outside the scope of this paper.) Postdoc is fully-implmented and deployed, with an active user base in excess of 500 users. Postdoc contains various specialized organizational support features including a shared, globally navigable document space, as well as access control, distributed administration, and mailing list features built around the central notion of hierarchical groups structures. The next section describes Postdoc, placing special emphasis on its organizational support features. Following this section, we describe our experience deploying Postdoc within a large organization, and discuss a number of organizational information-sharing issues that came to light as a result of this process.

**The Postdoc System**

**Overview**

Postdoc is a multi-user, web-based application designed for storage, retrieval, and sharing of information (e.g., documents, images, graphics, software, e-mail) within organizational workgroups. Unlike a traditional web site...
where the webmaster is in charge of the content, a Postdoc web site is constructed by its users who can add, delete, and organize information however they want. Users need not have any specialized web site construction knowledge or skills such as HTML or programming. Using application software, users create files on their own computer in a variety of formats (including Microsoft® Office documents, Adobe® Photoshop images, MPEG movies, and many others) and then upload them to the Postdoc server after initiating a password-protected login. Depending on the file format, the server can then automatically convert files into Adobe's PDF (Portable Document Format) enabling them to be viewed without the original application using Adobe's free Acrobat Reader. By virtue of being a Web-based application, Postdoc can be used by anyone, anywhere, having a computer (be it a Macintosh, PC, or a Unix workstation), a web browser (such as Netscape® Navigator or Microsoft® Internet Explorer), and an Internet connection. Postdoc works well for small, co-located teams, as well as geographically dispersed teams including members on travel using a laptop computer with a cellular modem. Other major Postdoc features include the following:

- full-text indexing and searching for documents in selected formats
- security and access control mechanisms*
- hierarchical user groups*
- distributed administration*
- mail services, including mailing lists* and threaded e-mail archives
- subscription and notification
- document revision control
- extensive on-line help and documentation

In this section, we will focus on features of Postdoc that specifically address organizational needs, including those items with an asterisk in the list above (for other features see [ref. 14]).

The Postdoc system described in this paper is actually a second-generation system built to improve upon the capabilities of a document-sharing system originally designed to support collaborative work between NASA Ames Research Center in the San Francisco Bay area and the Jet Propulsion Lab in the greater Los Angeles area. The original system -- called the New Millennium Program Electronic Documentation System (NMP-Doc) [ref. 15] -- was designed and built shortly after the introduction of the Web, and was released to users in June 1995. NMP-Doc still supports over 700 users exchanging documents, data, schedules, presentations, and software related to NASA's New Millennium Spacecraft Project. Postdoc, which was released in March 1997, was designed to be more portable and to provide access controls not available in the original system. The hierarchical user group features highlighted in this paper were added in September 1997.

Global Document Space

Each Postdoc server manages a global document space that is presented to the user as a conventional "desktop" folder and file display. The document space is organized as a tree structure with a single, all-enclosing folder at the top level. All documents stored on a given server can be accessed by traversing hierarchically downward from the set of document folders within the top-level folder. The structure of the document tree underneath a given folder is completely arbitrary and is under the control of the users who "own" the folder.

Figure 1 illustrates the top-level document space for a Postdoc server hosted by the fictional Acme Industries. The top-level "Documents" folder contains a set of folders containing information pertinent to the various companies owned by Acme Industries. In addition, the top-level folder contains individual items relevant to the parent company and its holdings. In general, folders can contain four different types of items:

- **Documents**: application files in various formats, including word processing documents, spreadsheets, presentations, images, graphics, text files, and file archives. Certain document types (e.g., Microsoft Office documents) are automatically translated to cross-platform PDF format, and displayed along with the native format. Depending on the user's Web browser settings, clicking on a document either launches the helper application associated with the document's MIME type or saves the document to the user's local disk;
- **Notes**: short text notes, which are displayed inline within the folder;
- **Links**: URLs for items on the Postdoc server or arbitrary external pages. Clicking on a link displays the linked Postdoc page or external Web page;
- **Folders**: embedded containers for sets of items. Clicking on a folder causes the Postdoc interface to descend into the folder and will result in a display of its contents.
the Sales Division include various departments at the next level and projects underneath that. The bulk of the Sales Division's personnel will be members of groups at the lower project levels. Note that Web-based Sales Project is a subgroup of both the Information Services Division and the Sales Division.

Users can view the members of any group, as well as its "parent" and "child" groups by accessing the group display functions (see Figure 3). In addition, users can display and navigate the group hierarchy in a separate window, as with the document hierarchy.

**Hierarchical User Groups**

For purposes of accessing the document space, users are organized into sets of hierarchically-related groups. Overall, the groups form a directed acyclic graph. Each group can have a set of parent groups and a set of child groups. (Note that this group structure is separate and distinct from the hierarchical document structure.) Figure 2 depicts a portion of a typical group structure. Each node represents a group consisting of a set of individual users. For example, the group labeled Sales Division consists of individuals directly involved in Division management functions. The group has one parent (Acme Widget Company) and two siblings (Information Services Division and Products Division). The child groups under
Each group has one or more individuals designated as "owner". The owners of a group have the responsibility for administering the group, which involves managing the group's membership list and fielding requests for new membership. When a new user registers to use the Postdoc server, that user specifies a primary membership group. The owners of this group are automatically notified and have the responsibility for approving or declining the new user's registration and membership request. Once a user's registration and primary membership have been approved, the user is notified via e-mail, and can request membership in other groups on the server. Group owners can add or delete a registered user from their group at any time. Any registered user can create a new group and become its owner. As owner, the user can install any existing group as a parent or child of the new group, but this requires the permission of the respective owners. (Cycles in the group hierarchy are disallowed.) In comparison with centralized registration and membership mechanisms, this type of group mechanism distributes the burden of site administration across a larger set of people and places the control in the hands of the appropriate people -- the group owners.

Aside from the notion of group membership, there are other useful group-related constructs defined in Postdoc. If we take the union of all the individuals belonging to subgroups beneath the Sales Division group (i.e., the direct subgroups of Sales Division, their children, their children's children, and so on), these individuals belong to Sales Division's extended child group. In this example, the Sales Division's extended child group contains all individuals within the department-level and project-level groups underneath the base Sales Division group. Note that this definition of hierarchical user groups differs from the definition given by both Sikkel [ref. 13] and Shen and Dewan [ref. 16]. In these alternative approaches, group membership corresponds to the union of the base group and extended group membership in our formulation. Our restricted notion of group gives us an additional distinction that proves useful for granting access rights. Intuitively, it is sometimes necessary to grant rights to the base group (the Division management personnel) that would be inappropriate for the extended child group (the Division workers).

Another group-related construct utilized in Postdoc is the notion of an extended parent group. The extended parent group for a group consists of the union of all users belonging to its ancestor groups (its immediate parent group, its parent's parents, and so on up to the group's roots in the group structure). Intuitively, it is sometimes useful to consider all individuals above a group in the hierarchical structure (the Division's superiors) as a consolidated group for purposes of granting access rights.

### Access Rights Management

One of the primary uses of the hierarchical group structure within Postdoc is the control of access rights to documents and folders. Figure 4 illustrates how access rights are granted to groups and individual users. The "Item Relationships" page describes the relationships between the item being described (in this case a folder) and either groups or individual users. (In terms of Lampson's matrix formulation [ref. 17], this display illustrates the access control list for the item.) Seven types of relationships are defined in Postdoc:

- **Owner (O)**: The group or user owns the item, and thus has the authorization to configure the item's relationships.
- **Author (A)**: The group or user is the author of the item. The authors of an item are shown by Postdoc in the folder view (see Figure 1) and certain other display modes.
- **Readable (R)**: The group or user can read the item. Group read permits all members of the group to read the item.
- **Writeable (W)**: The group or user may modify the item. Group write permits all members of the group to modify the item.
- **Parent Readable (P)**: The members of the group's extended parent group can read the item.
- **Child Readable (C)**: The members of the group's extended child group can read the item.
- **Subscriber (S)**: The group or user is subscribed to the item and receives automatic notification whenever it is modified. Any registered user may subscribe to an item; this relationship can be established by the owner (via the Item Relationships display) or the user (via the Item Relationships "subscribe" button displayed to non-owners).
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Mailing List Administration

Almost as a fringe benefit, a hierarchical group model
works nicely with electronic mailing lists. Whenever a
group is created in Postdoc, an associated mailing list is
also created. (Mailing lists can also be created
independently of groups.) The owners of a group are also
the owners of the associated list. Mailing lists in Postdoc
have all the features of typical Majordomo-style mailing
lists [ref. 18] except that their set-up is automatic and
their administration is done via a web interface.
Additionally, all the e-mail is threaded, archived, indexed,
searchable, and accessible via a web interface.
The group hierarchy comes into play in that sending an
e-mail message to a group not only sends a copy to every
member of that group, but the message also cascades
down to members of the extended child group as well. A
common scenario in which this is useful is for high-level
managers to send e-mail to all the people under them. (If
managers want to have private correspondence among
themselves and not have their e-mail cascade, then they
create a plain mailing list.)

A mailing list in Postdoc can be configured to allow its
archive to be accessed only by its current set of
subscribers. In light of the cascading mechanism, the set
of subscribers is considered to include the extended child
group. This makes sense because if users received e-mail
initially from a mailing list, then they should be permitted to access its archive.

**Dynamic Workspaces**

The concept of a group workspace within Postdoc is quite different in character from the notion of a shared workspace in systems like BSCW. In BSCW, a separate and independent document space is created for each workgroup. Users must explicitly shift from one workspace to another to access documents in a different workspace. If the same document is referenced by two workgroups, it must be replicated and carried across to the second workspace. In contrast, Postdoc contains a single global document space and different workgroups have access to different portions of the space. A workspace for a Postdoc group can be defined as the set of folders containing documents for which the group has read access. Workspaces for different groups therefore intersect and overlay each other wherever multiple groups have read access to items in the same folder. This notion of workspace is dynamic, rather than static, because it depends upon the permissions at the time of access.

Postdoc's dynamic workspace model has some distinct advantages over the more static and independent model of workspaces in BSCW. With the dynamic workspace model, shifting between spaces is seamless; the user simply navigates the document hierarchy to reach a folder in the desired workspace. This seems to work very well for users who function as part of many workgroups, and allows these users to view their personal workspace as the union of the workspaces in which they are members. More generally, the notion of a global document space increases organizational awareness and enables people in the organization to place their work in the context of other work being conducted by other members of the organization. Another advantage of the dynamic workspace model is that it is easy to temporarily expand a group's workspace as needs arise. For example, during a period of joint collaboration with another workgroup, it may be necessary for group members to access folders not normally within the group's workspace (as with example of the Programming Department group members accessing the Sales Division's "Divisional Procedures" folder in Figure 4). This can be accomplished by temporarily granting the group access rights to the folder in question and rescinding those rights after the work is complete. Finally, the dynamic workspace model allows users to flexibly organize their workspace to cut across traditional hierarchical organization lines. Rather than restrict the workspace to one subtree within the document hierarchy, groups can include components from throughout the global document space in their workgroup as necessary.

**Security and Guest Access**

As a Web-based application, Postdoc is first subject to the usual security features of Web servers (domain and IP address checks, logins and passwords, etc.). However, the standard login and password mechanism is limited and insufficient for many Postdoc needs. For example, the standard mechanism is based on directories, not files.

Also, there is no way to logout or become a different user without quitting the browser. Postdoc therefore then uses its own logins and passwords, and sets a cookie to identify a user. To enable users who are not registered with Postdoc to see certain items on the server, guest user access is provided. By default, users accessing Postdoc prior to logging into the system are considered to be a special user: "Guest User". Guest User has restricted capabilities, but can be added to the Item Relationships page (Figure 4) for any item. The item's owner can grant any set of permissions to Guest User, just as with a regular user.

**Summary of Postdoc Organizational Support Features**

Postdoc supports many, but not all, of the organizational requirements set forth in the introduction to this paper:

- **Universal access**: Provided by a combination of Web-based delivery, automated document translation services, and Adobe PDF.

- **Flexible security and access control mechanisms**: Provided by a combination of standard Web browser authentication, cookie-based password login, and fine-grained document access control mechanisms.

- **Support for organizational structures**: Provided by user group hierarchy and associated mechanisms for cascading mailing lists and extended parent and child groupings.

- **Support for organizational change**: Provided by group administration and group hierarchy-editing facilities: group owners can approve new membership in groups, and can deleted personnel from groups upon transfer or separation; groups can be unlinked from one place in the hierarchy and relinked elsewhere.

- **Distribution of authority**: Provided by group and item ownership mechanism. Group owners are responsible for managing group membership and associated responsibilities (approval of new users, group hierarchy changes, subscription requests, etc.). Owners of items (documents, folders, notes, links) are given responsibility for establishing and modifying access permissions.

- **Delegation of authority**: Not provided in Postdoc.

- **Support for multiple roles**: Rudimentary support provided by the user group mechanism. Sets of users...
performing the same role can be grouped together and given common access rights to items in the Postdoc server. A single user can play multiple roles by belonging to multiple groups. However, there is no mechanism established to enable a user to explicitly assume a selected role; all roles are active simultaneously. This is problematic when assuming a role is intended to restrict user actions [ref. 13].

Experience With Postdoc

User Community

Postdoc has been deployed within several government agencies to begin addressing some of their information-sharing needs. As of the end of March 1998, a total of four Postdoc servers were being hosted by NASA, NIST (the National Institute of Standards), and NRL (the Naval Research Lab). Each server provides services to a variety of organizations within its host agency. In combination, the four servers support over 650 registered users organized into approximately 150 groups. A combined total of over 3500 documents, folders, links, and notes are currently stored on these servers. (Each Postdoc server is operated independently and there are no facilities for cross-server information sharing.)

Usage Modes

Postdoc is being used to support a wide variety of organizational information-sharing and collaborative activities. Some illustrative examples include:

• **Sharing documents and data in support of research activities:** To facilitate research work at NASA, NRL, and NIST, Postdoc is being used to store and share information among both co-located and geographically-distributed research teams.

• **Satisfying managerial and oversight needs:** At NASA, Postdoc is used to increase the information bandwidth between NASA headquarters and various NASA research and operations centers. NASA headquarters managers require access to information about project status, future plans, and requirements of the programs being conducted at the NASA centers. Postdoc is being used to provide managers with a window into the remote project activity.

• **Managing conference submissions and reviews:** Postdoc has been used to organize conferences and workshops, and to manage paper review processes.

• **Supporting teleconferences:** The system has been used to organize materials for teleconferences and provide participants with simultaneous access to materials during the teleconference.

• **Proposal-writing:** Teams of researchers have used Postdoc to write a large, multi-group research proposal. Because many of our important customers at NASA are scientists and engineers, we are currently investigating possible customizations to Postdoc that would enable the system to support their special information-sharing needs more directly. These special needs include sharing scientific and engineering data and models and visualizing information.

Issues

The design of an organizational information-sharing system poses many difficult design issues with respect to system architecture, human-computer interface, and social factors. Postdoc represents one attempt to address these issues concretely. In this section, we discuss limitations of the system and review some of the more important issues that have come into focus based on our work supporting Postdoc users within government organizations.

Restricted access rights model

In comparison with other access rights models (e.g., [refs. 12, 13, 16]), Postdoc supports a fairly limited set of capabilities. Our intent was to limit the choices to the smallest set of capabilities used in most practical situations. We also sought to reduce the complexity of the system interface and simplify user decisions regarding access control. Designing an intuitive interface, especially within the constraints of HTML, can be very difficult when the access model is complex [ref. 19].

As an example of simplifying the access model, we chose not to implement parent and child writeable relationships within Postdoc. Our motivation was that usage of parent read and child read access would be far more common than the corresponding write accesses. Rather than cluttering the interface with additional options, we omitted parent/child write. In addition, we wanted to avoid making it too easy for users to unintentionally grant broad write privileges. Instead, users must accomplish parent/child write by explicitly granting write access to subgroups and/or supergroups.

As another example of access model simplification, Postdoc permits only medium-grain control over items (i.e., documents, folders, notes, links) in the system. Permissions can be established at the item level, but not at the sub-item level (i.e., not at the level of document comments, document and folder titles, creation dates, etc.). Although access control at the sub-item level would be useful in selected instances, we felt the added functionality would not justify the complexity inherent in providing a completely general capability.
Another feature we considered, but omitted, from the access model is explicit denial of access -- so-called "negative rights". The use of access policies involving negative rights has been documented by previous case studies [ref. 19] and various schemes have been designed to implement denial of rights [refs. 13, 16, 19]. However, it is our experience that for many cases, negative rights can be implemented simply by constructing groups corresponding to exception cases. For example, if read access to document D1 is permitted for group X, but denied to Fred, then Fred can be established as a singleton child group of group X. Read (but not child read) access for group X can be enabled for D1 to exclude Fred; if Fred is to be granted read access to a different document D2, then child read can be enabled on D2 for group X. Certainly other methods of granting negative rights are more expressive, but our concern about interface and access model complexity led us away from these methods.

One access control feature that is missing, but clearly would be desirable in Postdoc is delegation [refs. 13, 20]. In several cases, we found that group administration functions, including approval of new group members and management of access control, were not being performed by the designated group owner due to other time pressures and organizational responsibilities. Because in Postdoc there is no mechanism for delegating group ownership functions, the solution was to include the designee as a second owner of the group. While this is a partial solution, has the side-effect of granting total authority to a group member who should not be given unrestricted control. A related problem involves server administration. For the purposes of administration, certain Postdoc users are granted superuser status. This is a case where explicit authorization and assumption of a superuser role would be useful for security purposes. Some Postdoc users have questioned the appropriateness of conferring superuser status upon individuals in our development group, who can view confidential documents as a consequence.

Despite our omission of features and attempt to simplify the access control model, some Postdoc users still find the current scheme confusing. The main source of the confusion lies in the distinction between the document hierarchy and the user group hierarchy. Users think of access rights as being granted based on location in the document hierarchy rather than the group hierarchy. They tend to confuse the concepts of parent group and child group with the parent and child folders in the document tree.

**Sensitivity to formal/informal group membership**

An interesting side-effect of setting up the group hierarchy within an organization is that it causes people to be explicit about the relationships among workgroups in a highly visible way. Drawing out the organizational structure can be controversial for informal or *ad hoc* groups, where the relationships may be unstated due to rivalry or other political issues. Such sensitivities are highlighted when made explicit within Postdoc. Decisions about group membership and access rights can become the focal point for organizational tensions around authority issues.

**Visibility of protected information**

One particularly controversial Postdoc design decision involves the way in which non-readable folders and documents are treated by the system. Even though access may be denied, users still can see the titles of all items in folder views and hierarchical navigation views and as part of the search results display for document searches. Locked folders, in particular, are marked with a belted folder icon, though the title is visible (see Figure 1). Our decision to allow the viewing of locked item titles was intended to encourage the sharing of information by allowing users to request access from the appropriate owner. Clearly, some users would prefer a stricter notion of privacy -- one that could be supported by sub-item access control over titles, as discussed above.

**Conclusions**

Based on our experience with the broad and diverse Postdoc user community, we feel more strongly than ever that the specialized requirements of organizations must be taken into account when building information-sharing systems. Postdoc provides key support in the form of hierarchical groups and associated mechanisms, including distributed administration, access control via parent and child read permissions, dynamic workspaces, and cascading mailing lists. These mechanisms reduce the burden of controlling users and their information access because the mechanisms are integrally linked with the explicit organizational structure represented by the group hierarchy. Without the benefit of such a structure, organizational information-sharing policies would be tedious to administer and difficult to honor consistently on a system-wide basis. Although many of the difficulties highlighted by more widespread Postdoc usage could be solved with a more sophisticated access control model, our experience suggests that the added complexity of the model and the corresponding user interface could easily overwhelm the user.
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Abstract

The deployment of information-sharing systems in large organizations can significantly impact existing policies and procedures with regard to authority and control over information. Unless information-sharing systems explicitly support organizational structures and needs, these systems will be rejected summarily. The Postdoc system is a deployed Web-based information-sharing system created specifically to address organizational needs. Postdoc contains various organizational support features including a shared, globally navigable document space, as well as specialized access control, distributed administration, and mailing list features built around the key notion of hierarchical group structures. We review successes and difficulties in supporting organizational needs with Postdoc.